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Abstract. In this paper we are interested in language theoretical prorctrties of Petri nets. 
However, in this research we consider a step to consist of concurrent firing of a set of transitions. 
In this way a firing sequence will be a sequence of subsets of the set of all transitio.is. The set 
of all such subset firing sequences (or the set of all those subset firing sequences that ltad to one 
of the finite number of final markings) forms the subset language of a given net (to consider such 
a set to be a language one has to consider subsets to be letters of the alphabet used to record 
behaviour of nets). The aim of the paper is to present a systematic research exploring the above 
point of view. First of all we point out several differences between the standard ‘string language’ 
approach and the ‘subset language’ approach. Then we proceed to the investigation of properties 
of Petri nets as generators of subset languages. We provide here some normal form results (and 
notice that those results and their proofs are quite different from the case when one considers 
Petri nets as generators of string languages). 
Introduction 
Formal language theory is used to some extent in the investigation of properties 
of Petri nets (see, e.g.. [3,4, S]). In most applications of language theory for Petri 
nets one considers completely sequentialized versions of Petri nets only. That is, 
one assumes that a Petri net has one central run place which allows only a single 
transition to fire at a time; any sequence of such firings is called a firing sequence 
and the language of a Petri net consists of the set of all firing sequences (or only 
of those firing sequences that lead to one of the finite number of final markings). 
Since Petri nets form a model of systems exhibiting concurrent behaviour it is 
more natural to consider a (single) step to consist of concurrent firing of a number 
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of transitions rather than the firing of one transition only. (This point of view is 
:aken in most, if not all, papers which study Petri nets not from the language 
rhcoretical point of view.) 
In this paper we are interested in language theoretical properties of Petri nets. 
However, in this research, we consider a step to consist of concurrent firing of a 
set of transitions. In this way a firing sequence will be a sequence of suhsefs of the 
set of all transitions. The set of all such subset firing sequences (or the set of all 
those subset firing sequences that lead to one of the finite number of final markings) 
forms the subset language of a given net (to consider such a set to be a language 
one has to consider subsets to be letters of the alphabet used to record behaviour 
of nets). The aim of the paper is to present a systematic research exploring the 
above point of view. First of all we point out several differences between the 
ctandard ‘string language’ approach and the ‘subset language’ approach. Then we 
proceed to the investigation of properties of Petri nets as generators of subset 
languages. WC provide here some normal form results (and notice that those results 
and their proofs are quite different from the case when one considers Petri nets as 
gcncrators of string languages). 
I. Preliminaries and basic definitions 
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if for each a, f(a) is regular (prefix, finite respectively), then j” is called regular 
(prefix, finite respectively). 
If, for each a, f(a) is a singleton, then f is called a homomorphism ; moreover, 
if f is a homomorphism and, for each a, f’(a) = {x} where x is a single letter, then 
f is called a coding. 
We say that f is J-free if, for each (I, f(a) does not contain 4 (we say that f is 
prefix A-free if, for each a, f(a) is &free and f(a)u{A} is a prefix janguage). 
Given an alphabet ‘I: the sequence of (nonempty) subsets of T forms a word 
over the alphabet .oP( T)\(B). However, in writing words over P(T)\{@} (we will 
often do it in this paper) one can get into notational confusion due to the fact that 
usually in language theory one uses the sz+me symbol for the cafenation of letters 
and catenation of languages. Thus while in spiriting. e.g., {f,, tz}{t3, t2}{fl} one means 
a sequence of subsets; ir,, t2} followed by (Im3, tz} followed by (t,}, it could be 
interpreted (when the symbols for catenation of letters and ifle catenation of sets 
are the same) as the catenation of the sets {tl, t2). {t3. t2) and {I,) yielding the set 
of words {t,t~r~. flf~tt, t2t.3tl, ~+f,). To avoid this kind of confusion we will USC 
the following notational conventions: 
(1) As usual we consider finite nonempty alphabets only. However, we will 
assume that an infinite ‘universal‘ alphabet E is given. By I‘ we will c’enote the set 
of all finite nonempty subsets of Z. It is assumed that no element of r is an element 
of z‘. 
(2) The symbol a l ’ is a catenation symbol, that is ‘a ’ i:: a binary operation on 
CCIu(f W). As usual, for CQ. ~QEI’. o1 l (T? denote:, the sequence of two 
elements the first of which is oI and the second of which is CT? (for y I, y2 E K yI - y2 
dcnotcs the sequence of two elements the first of which is yl and the second of 
which is y:). 
The catenation operation - - l is extended in the usual way iusing the associativity 
of l * 3 to form arbitrary finite sequences consisting of elements of C and arbitrary 
finite sequences consisting of elements of K 
Hence given z c 5, s finite and nonempty, by r* we denote the set of all finite 
scqucnctzs consisting of elements of 5. Analogously given FG f, r finite and 
noncmpty, by r* we denote the set of all finite sequences consisting of elements 
of !;. If WC take two scqucnccs w I, wJ E Z* ( wl, up2 E F*), then ~~~~ l w2 denotes their 
cattlnution in the usual scnsc. 
Hcrc every subset of s” 
-? * 
is called a l~~lc~~~~~ (over z’) and every subset of / 
is ~allcd a k~r~~~~e (over FL 
(3) bi :.I’ is a product (of languages) symbol, that is ‘C’ is a binary operation on 
languages such that given two languages K,, K2, K ! i 3 K2 = {s 1 * ~2: x 1 E KI, x2 E &} 
(where either both K, and K2 are subsets of ,$* or both K1 and K2 are subsets of 
[7*,* 
Let either K c f* or K c r*. Then 
K@=(s* ‘X,1 * - s-r,,: tt > 0 and xi E K for 1 s i s H). 
The operation @ is called the iterated product operation. 
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(4,) Let ,$ c 2, s finite nonempty and let h be a substitution such that h(a) G f* 
for each CI ES (such a substitution will be called a Zsubstitution). Then h is extended 
to strings and languages (over s) as follows (for the simplicity of notation this 
extension is also denoted by h): 
(a.21 for~E~*,whcrex=ya,yE~*andnE~,h(x)=h(y)Oh(u), 
(a.31 forKGx*, h(K)= IJ h(s). 
vtK 
Analogously if i; E I-‘, I= finite nonempty and if k is a substitution such that h (a ) c r* 
for each a E r (h is called a r-substirution ), then h can be extended to strings and 
languages (over I=); the extension is also denoted by h. Note that in this paper we 
do not identify a singicton with its element (as often done in formal language 
theory). Hence for a homomorphism we write ir (a) = Cr: ,ather than h(a) = .Y. 
For a language K c - e’ Cx c 2) its f-eqlrivalenr K,, z ; ‘* is defined recursively as 
follows: 
tb.1, If.lEK.then.iEK,~. 
I h. 3 ) No other elements belong to K,: 
For a larlgu;, :,e K E r* (f= 3s above). if 17 contains only singletons, then WC can 
dc$ne the 2-eqriwhr of K, denoted Kx as follows: 
1c.1) If.lEK.therl.iEK~. 
Ic ‘I ..- If {a ,}{(I:) . ’ . {O,,}E K. Ii 3 1. II: t 2Y for 1 c: i 5 !I. thtm 0 1uJ . - - f7,, E k’l. 
rc.3 I No other elements h~long to Kl. 
I 5 J To simplify the notation WC will always omit the catenation symbol; that is 
WC \vritc xIs2 rather than .Y, * x2. 
WC assume the reader to be familiar with the basics of Petri net theory (sec. 
e.g.. 11, 3, 5. 711. To establish the notation used in our paper we recall the basic 
definitions of this theory. 
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( 1) for each p E p, N there exists a t E tr N such that p E (inN f u oufN f ), and 
(2) for each I E frN there exists a p E fr N such that p E (ins f u oldfN f). Although 
assuming cc;rditions ( 1) and (2) above do not intiuence our results (or their proofs), 
we state !hem in order to conform with most of the literature concerning Petri nets 
(see. e.g., [2]). 
Definition. A marked PN (abbreviated mPN) is a S-tuple 
N = ( p/ N, fr N, itz,v, ouI’N, itm,~ ) 
wF,~e (pl N, fr N, in ,v, oufN ) is a PN and inm N, the inificrharking of N, is a function 
from pf N into fU 
A hbclled mPN (abbreviated ImPN) is a Ctuple 
N = @IN, frN, in M. ouf.~, itm,v, labN ) 
where the first five components form an mpN and labjy, the Iabelling function oi' 
N. is a S-coding of fr N. 
An ImPN wiflt final tnarkin~s (abbreviated 1mPNf) is a 7-tuple . 
N =(ylN.frN,ir 1.v. orrf,v. itu~~,y, Iab,v. fin N ) 
where the first six components form an ImPN and *fin N. the .set of’ find rncrrkings 
of N. is a finite set of functions from p/N into N. 
In the sequel whenever we refer to a PN (mPN. ImPN, ImPKf) N, we implicitly 
assume that the components of N are defined as above. 
Wc often represent a PN (mPN, ImPN, 1mPNf) N by a graph. Then places are 
dcnotcd by circles. transitions are denoted by boxes; input an;l output functions 
are represented by directeti edges. The initial marking is given by putting im1z.w y 
dots ttokens) in the circle representing the place y. The labelling is denoted by 
placing letters next to the boxes representing t;-ansitions and final markings are 
csplicitly listed.. 
Definition. Lct N be an mPN (lmPN, 1mPNf respectively). 
;\ ttwking oj’N is a function from pi N into R4. By mar N we dc !lote the set of 
twrkings o_f N. 
Lxt p E mar N. 
A transition t c tr N is cmbld (in N) zrrzcivrp if for each 11 E 1.71 IL’. I_L p 12 # ,,(irr,~ f 1. 
If I is enabled, it may fire. 
We say that the marking G’ (of N) is obtuincd from F by firirzs, t, denoted by 
p [r > p ‘, if for each p E 111 iv, p ‘( p ) = p(p) -- # ,,b& t) + # ,,(oldt,v t ). 
Let .V t’_ or N ?’ and Ict cc, p ’ E mm N. We say that EA.’ is ohtcrined /km p by firirrg 
x. denoted by ~[s > p ‘, if the following holds: 
(i) If s = .I. then j.L = p. 
(ii I If .V f _ t, .t’ = yt where J- E (tr N I* and t E tr N, then there exists a p” E mczr N 
sucl1 that p [ J ‘p” and p”[f’q_L. 
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We also say that x is a firing sequence (leading from p to p’). 
If Iv is either an 1mPN or an ImPNf, then the exhaustive string language of N, 
&noted by L(N), is defined by 
L(N ) = labN{x: s E (tr N)” and intnN[x > ru for some p E mar N). 
If jV is an ImPNf, then the final string language of N, denoted by Lf(N), is defined 
bY 
Lf(N) = labN{x: X’ E (tr N)* and innzN[x > e for some p ~fiit N}. 
N generates the (exhaustive or final) string language if transitions can fire only 
in a ‘sequentiai way’. Allowing transitions to fire ‘concurrently’ leads us to the 
following definition. 
Definition. Let N be an mPN (lmPN, ImPNf respectively). Let X be a nonempty 
subset of or N. Then we denote inN X = UIEs irtN t and outN X = lJ,+ .y out,v t (here 
U,, ,v denotes the indexed union of multisets !). 
Let p E mar N. A subset B f X c tr N is enabled (in N) under JL if for each 
/I qli:v, /4(p) 2 # I,(in,Nr XL If X is enabled it may fire. 
WC say that the marking CL’ (of N\ is obtairwd from p by firirlg S. denoted bl 
\.c[X>&, ifforeachpEplN,&(P)=~(P)-#p(irr,+~)+#p(ol~tNX). 
Let s 5 (.?V tr N I\(O),* and let p, p’ E mar N. We say that p’ is obtained from p 
/y firing s. denoted by p [s > p ‘, if the following holds: 
ti) If .r ~1, then &=p. 
(ii) If .Y f A, x -= \+t where )’ E (9(tr N)\{(i)})* and t E (:P(trN)\{U}). then there exists 
;; p “E mu-N such ihat p[y >p” and p”[t >p’. 
We Aso saq that x is a .whsct firkg scqcetrce (leading from g to EA. ‘). 
Let t I, t2 E tr N. t I f t2. We say that tI, t2 are p;oterttiaIIy corwurrent (irr N) if there 
tGst .Y E cY( tr N ):(O})“, t E (A tr N )\(&4}) and p E mar N such that innr,v[.vt > p and 
(I*, 12) c 1. 
Remark. In this paper we assume that no event can occur concurrently with itself 
1 a often done in considering various models of concurrency). lkrzcc for tlw rest of 
this pcrpcr WC tm~mrt-’ th fidhing : if N is an ImPN (or ImPNf) and t I, t> E tr N are 
potentially concurrent. then l~h,~ tl f k& t2. The above condition is referred to as 
t hc iii.qjoitl t luhellirl - ,G wrztlition. It is easily seen that given an arbitrary N it is 
ckcidahlc whether or not for N the disjoint labclling condition holds. 
Let X be either an ImPN or ImPNf. With the Scoding k& we associate the 
/‘-coding LABN defined by: For cl E kP(tr N)\(O)). LABN a is the set (lah,y b: b E a}. 
Definition. Let A’ tw an 1mPN or ImPNf. Then the r.uhmt.sti~~e sdwt iarr,qrage of 
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N, denoted by S(N), is defined by 
S(N) = LAB&: x E (P(trN)\{(n})* and irlmN[x >p 
Let N be an ImPNf. Then the final subset language of N, 
defined by 
S,(N) = LABN{l : x E (,P(tr N)\(cn))* wd inmN[x >I_C 
In the rest of the paper we will distinguish between the 
languages: 
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for a p E mar N}. 
denoted by S(N), is 
for some p Efilz IV}. 
following families of 
2VtnPN) = {L(N): N is an ImPN}, &(lmPNf) = {Lf(N): N is an ImPNf}, 
Y(lmPN) = {S(N): N is an ImPN}, 9’&nPNf) = {S(N): N is an ImPNf}. 
We add i to the specitication of the system if we restrict ourselves to 1mPN’s 
with an injective labelling; we add p to the specification of the system if we restrict 
ourselves to PN‘s which are padre (i.e., no transition has a place which is both input 
and output of that transition). 
2. Subsej languages versus string languages 
In this section we compare two language theoretic points of view o I Petri nets: 
investigating subset languages of Petri nets and investigating strkg languages of 
Petri nets. Also, in the closing part of this section we consider still anothtr 
(‘in-between’) language theoretic point of view on Petri nets. 
Theorem 2.1. (1 i Let K E ,Y(lmPN). Tltcrz there exists ~zrz L 
irljectice /‘-coding sircit that h ( LI- 1 = K. 
t3 Let K E Y,(lmPNf). Tljen there exists cl/z L E Yf(lmPNfj 
coding such that !I (L,.) = K. 
Proof. (1) Let K E ,Y(lmPN). Let N be an ImPN such that K = S(N). Then we 
define the ImPN :q as follows: 
(i) plN =plN. 
(ii) trN -= ([AT]: ‘3 f .Y c rr N}. 
(iii) For each 0 f X c or N, irr ,n;r [X] = i/l+, X. 
( iv) For each (9 f .Y c tr N, out ,g [Xl = outN X. 
( v ) irzm ,y p = hmv p for each p E pl N. 
(vi) For 0 f X C_ tr N, iclb,q [X] = u,~. 
Ixt L = (L(N )jIe and Ict h be the /‘-homomorphism defined by h ((n,~ )J == 
{{k&t: t E X}}. Clearly S(N) = ML&. 
(2) Let N be as above except that to obtain an ImPNf we now define 
t;~~!‘;i=(~:~~fi~zN} wherep(p)-+(y) forpEpl.v. 
The rest of the proof follows the above reasoning. 0 
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Theorem 2.2. ( 1) Lef K E Y(lmPN). Then Kr E Y(lmPN). 
(2) Let K E Yf( ImPNf). Tkrz Kr E &( ImPNf). 
Proof. (1) Let K E Z(lmPN). Let N be an ImPN such that K = L(N). Then define 
the ImPN N as follows: 
(i) pl M = pi N w (run ), (run } n pl N = c). 
(ii) trN = UN. 
(iii) For each t E tr N, in ~rj t = in.v t v (run}. 
(iv) For each I E tr N, out,lr t = ou?,$r t v (run ). 
t v ) inm ,<I p = inrnN p for each p E p! N, inmN run = 1. 
(vi) lab g = labs. 
Observe that in /j no two transitions are potentially concurrent. Clearly S(N) = K,.. 
(2) This can be proved along the same lines. !Il 
Proof. WC will prove ( I): (2 1 follows by a similar argument. 
1.~1 .W. M hc as in fhc statcmcnt of the theorem. 
Let N IL12 * - e a,, E L(N), 12 3 0 where. for 1 < i s II. a, is a letter. Then clearly 
II’ --, (0 J{a2} - - - {a,,} E S(N) = S(rtl). The disjoint labelling condition says that, for 
1 H i -I H, the tiring sequence 7 from which w results, equals {t,}{t~) l 9 8 (I,,) where. 
for I - i --r II. t, is a transition of M. Consequently tit: - l l t,, is a firing sequence of 
31 and so cl Ia 2 - - . a,, ELM). Hence L(NK LMi 
Analogously we can prove the cc)nvcrsc inclusion. So the equality holds. 5 
We will now give examples of two ImPN’q (ImPNf’s respectively) hr and A4 such 
thitt I.(&‘, y=I.r,tf) but Sth’I #.S(MI (f_,‘:“V) = LftAl\ IJut S,(N) ;tSf(,kI) rcspec- 
tilciyl. 
Example Lt. C’onsidcr the ImPNf’s depicted in Fig. 1. For each of these nets the 
w of final markings equals the set of all markings reachable from the initial marking 
N 
a b a b 
Fig. I 
b 
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in the net (it is easily seen that the sets of final markings are finite): 
L(N) = LdN) = L(M) = L&V) = {a, 6, aa, ab, ba, bb}, 
S(N) = SAN) = {{al, Ib), (a)(a), IaHb), (b)(a), {b}(b)}, 
S(M) = Sf(M) = SIN) u {{a, 6)). 
Thus L(N) = L(M) and S(N) f S(M); also Lf(N) = L&M) and 2&(N) # S&M). 
Example 2.5. Consider the ImPNf’s depicted in Fig. 2. For each of these nets the 




MO-a l a 
in the net (it is easily seen that the sets of final markings are finite): 
L(N)=LANi=L(M)=Lf(M)={a,b,ab,ba}, 
S(N) = Sf(N) = {{a}, Ib), kd(b). {b}ia}}, 
S(M)=S&W=S(N)u{{a,b}). 
Thus L(N) = L(M) and S(N) #S(M); also Lf(N) = Lf(M) and S(N) Z S&M). 
Observe that in Example 2.4 the labelling of N is not injective and in Example 
2.5 N is not pure. If we restrict ourselves to ImPN‘s (ImPNf’s respectively) which 
are pure and have injective labellings, then the above phenomenon cannot occur. 
Then we have the following result. 
Theorem 2.6. ( 1 ) Lt~r N, M IIC tw iplmPN’s s&z that L(N) = L(M). Tkn S(N) = 
S(M). 
(2) Let N, MI PC ItHW iplmPNf’s srrclr thc~t L f( N I = L&M 1. T/W/Z Sit N) = SAM 1. 
Proof. We will prove (2); by a similar argument (1) follows. 
Let N, A4 be two iplmPNf’s such that Lf(N) = Lf(M). Without loss of generality 
we can assume that hbN and lab.U are the identities on tr N and tr A4 respectively. 
Let w = X1X1 l . . X,, E Sf(N), n 3 0, 0 #Xi c tr N for 1 G i <n. We will prove that 
\t’ belongs to S,(M). 
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Clearly if n = 0, this is the case. Therefore, assume that n 2 1. For 1~ i s n let 
.K denote an arbitrary word such that alph xi = Xi and each letter occurs precisely 
oace in xi. Then ~1x2 - * - A-,, E L&V) and since f&V) = L,(M), x’ r~:! l l l xII E L&M). 
We will now prove that 1 < i s IZ, all letters of xi can again be combined into one 
subset which is enabled in M and thus XIX:! 9 9 - X,* E S,(M). 
This is proved by contradiction as follows. 
Assume that there exists a 1 s i s m such that inm,& I 9 l l xi . I> p and X, is not 
enabled in p. 
Then # Xi 22 and there exists a subset V # 8 of Xi, # V< # Xi and a transition 
t E Xi\ V such that V is enabled under p but V u {t) is not enabled under CL. Then 
there exists a p E plM such that 
# ,,( ii2 zf V 1 + # ,,( in.tf t 1 > F ( p 1, f_~(pP- #,,(irrhf I~‘)~() 
iI11 d 
p ( p 1 * # ,,!ill,t, t I > 0 
:heorem. 
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etc. In this sense the net is completely sequentiulized: observations are sequential 
(local) and changes of the whole net are sequential corresponding to the firing on’ 
one transition only. 
There is another point of view fitting naturally ‘in-between’ the above two 
philosophies. One can allow changes in the net to be global (that is, corresponding 
to concurrent firings of a number of transitions) while the observer can see tne 
result of these changes only locally (he (she) can see one transition at a time). This 
approach is formalized as follows. 
Definition. Let rbi be an ImPN or ImPNf. Then the exhaustive semisequential 
language of M. denoted by S(M), is defined by 
for 1 S i < rt ). 
Let A4 he an ImPNf. Then the find semisequential lmgunge of M, denoted by 
SfM). is defined by 
Then 
:FrlrnPN) = {S(N): N is an ImPN} and &tlmPNf) = {2!&(N): N is an ImPNf). 
Theorem 2.7. t 1) .‘&lmPN) -= Y’clmPN 1. 
(3 ,F$(lmPNf) =Y’,(lmPNfb. 
Ptaof. ( 1) Y’(lmPN) E .p(lmPN) and .Yf(lmPNf) c ,?‘f(tmPNf) follows from 
Theorem 2.2 and the definition of semisequential languages. 
! 2 1 We will prove :F(lrnPN) z Y’(ImPN): ,?JmPNf)c 1/-‘JmPNf) fc!lows by a 
similar argument. 
Let K E :?‘(lmPN). ‘Then there exists an ImPN N such that K = ,‘P(N 1. 
Consider K, = S(N). I_ct N he as in the proof of ‘Theorc:m 2.1 and let 1*(N) = &. 
(‘lcarly K results from K2 by a A-free regular Z’-substitution. Since Y(ImPN) is 
closed under such substitutions. K: E TlImPN). Cl 
We will give now examples of two ImPN’s (ImPNf’s respectively) N and A4 such 
thatI_(iV)-L(nilr~utS(IV)fS(~~)(L~(N)=LI(~~)butSt(N)fSf(M)respectively). 
Example 2.8. Consider the ImPNf’s depicted in Fig. 3. For each of these nets the 
set of final markings equals the set of aI1 markings reachable from the initial rrarking 





in the net (it is easily seen that the sets of final markings are finite): 
L(N) = Lr(N) = L(M) = Lf(M) = (a, 6, aa, ab, ba, 66, sac, abc, bat, bbc), 
g(N) = S,(N) = (a, 6, aa, ab, ha, bb, am, abc, bat, bbc), 
s(M) = Sf(M) = .n(N) u {ac, bc}. 
Thus L(N) = L(M) and S(N) #S(M); also LftN) = L@f) and &N) #Z%(M). 
Example 2.9. Consider the 1mPNf’s depicted in Fig. 4. For cxh of these nets the 







in the net (it is easily seen t!v;t the sets of final markings are finite): 
L(N)=Lf(N)=L(M)= L&kf)=(a, b,ab,ba,ahc, bat). 
SW) = Sf(N) = (a, 6, ab, Da, ahc, bat), 
.h’kO -=$(A!) =S(N)u{ac, bc}. 
Thus IANI -= L(M) and S(N) f S(M); alsc? Lf(N) = Lf(M) and Sf(N) #.!!&(A4 ). 
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Observe that in Example 2.8 the labelling of N is not injective and in Example 
2.9 N is not pure. If we restrict ourselves to ImPN’s (1mPNf’s respectively) which 
arc pure and have injective labellings, then the above phenomenon cannot occur. 
This together with some other properties of semisequential languages is stated in 
our next result. 
Theorem 2.10. (1) For an 1mPN N, &r%r) 21.(N). 
(2) For an 1mPNf N, g&n’) zLLc(N). 
(3) Let N and M be two 1mPN’s kit r!zar S(N) = S(M). TIzerz S(N) = S(M). 
(4) Lef N and M be two ImPNf’s such thar &(iV) = S,(M). 77~~ S,(N) = $(A&. 
(5) L4t N ami M be two iplmPN’s srrc*h rlmt L(N) = L(M). T/fen S(N)=(O). 
(6) Let N and A4 be two iplmPNf’s such that &(N) = L&W). 77lerz g&V) = $(A4 ). 
In the above (see Theorem 2.3) we have seen that for two 1mPN’s N and M, 
S(N) = S(M) implies L(N) =L(M) (for two 1mPNf’s N and M, S-(N) =&(M) 
implies Lf(N) = L.&W) respectively). An analogous result for semisequential 
languages does not hold as can be seen from the following example. 
Example 2.11. Consider the 1mPNf’s depicted in Fig. 5. For each of these nets the 





in the nt‘t (it is easily seen that the sets of final markings are finite): 
S(N) = $(N) = S(M) = $(M) = (a. 6, ab, ac, ba, bc, abc, bat), 
L(N)=L,(N)=S(N), 
L(M) = Lf(M) = (a, b, ab, ba, abc, bat). 
Thus S(N) = S(M) aljd L(N) #L(M); also Sf(N) = Z&(M) and L+,N) # Lf(M). 
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3. A bound on the language generating power 
In this paper we investigate Petri nets as ‘generators’ of subset languages. Hence 
it is natural to inquire about the subset language-generating power of the whole 
class of Petri nets. In particular if we can place this class of languages within a 
known class of languages, we get some indication about the power of Petri nets 
(considered as subset language generators). We will show now that each subset 
language of a Petri net is a A-free context-free matrix language (see, e.g., [G]). 
Since that class of A-free context-free matrix languages is a strict su*Jclass of the 
class of context-sensitive languages, this result indicates a limitation of ‘power’ of 
Petri nets. 
Theorem 3.1. Let K E Y( ImPN) (K E Zr(lmPNf) respectively ). Tken ow cart colt - 
struct a A-free corltext-free matrix grammar G such that K = L(G). 
Proof. We will give the proof for K ~Yf(lmPNf). The case K EY(I~PN) can be 
proved analogously. 
Let N be an ImPNf such that K = Lf(N). Let or. E marN. Then aefine the multiset 
pp as follows: P, E pl N and each p E pl N occurs precisely g (p) times in P,. 
Furthermore, we need the sets of multisets A? and 3 which are defined as follows: 
.d=(owh.t: tEtrN)v(P,:inrn,y[t>~,tEtrN), 
.lin = {X : X c; Y and Y E ,d’}. 
We are now ready to define a context-free matrix grammar (not using erasing 
productions) G such that L(G) = L(M). 
Define G == ( C’ ,t,, VI. %, MI where 
YU -{ZS}u{t(A): tEtrN,(l+.dE.‘/J)u(nA): tEtrN,A EJ]} 
is the set of nonterminals. VI. = (t(13): t E tr N} is the set of terminals and the set of 
matrices M is defined as follows: 
til [Z + .1]E A4 if irrrn,l; Efirr N. 
i rib [Z -+ t(8)] E M for I E tr N such thnt irk,& ) p and r_~ E firr N. 
. . . 
4111) [Z -+ t(A )S] E M for I E tr N such that iwu,y [t > c.c and P, = ‘4. 
(v) 1t1(.4,)-,t,(A,\,{pl}). t~(A+-+t~+4~\{p,)). . . . l t,,(A,,)jt,,(A,,\{Pn})~ 
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(Vi) bl(A~)+~(Adpd), MAd-+(A2\{p&, . . . , t,,(An)+f,JA,\(p,}), 
t(ld)-,f(8)]EMifn~0,riEtrNv{7:rEtrN},AiEB, l~i~n, 
tEtrNaild{pl,p2 ,..., p,,}=P,forpEfinN. 
It is straightforward to prove that L(G) =Lf(N). t7 
Corollary 3.2. Let K E Y(lmPN) (K E 9QlmPNf) respectively). Then one can con - 
struct a i1 -free context-free matrix grammar G such that K = L(G). 
Proof. Immediate from Theorems 2.1 and 3.1. 0 
4. Normal forms 
It is well known that each K l &(lmPNf) can be generated by an !mPNf which 
has standard initial and final markings: one can take the initial marking to consist 
of on% token in a special place (the start place) and the final marking to be the 
Lero marking (i.e., all places do not contain tokens). The construction of such a 
net ir ‘normal form’ is rather easy: one has to take into account the effect of firing 
of a single transition only. The standard proof yielding such a normal form for 
Petri nets generating string languages cannot be generalized to subset languages 
in a straightforward manner. Here one must have a construction which allows one 
to consider subsets of transitions as independent units: once a number of transitions 
of a given subset has fired :he construction ensures that all other transitions of that 
subset will fire before transitions which are not in the subset are\ enabled. This 
consxruction is provided now. 
Construction 4.1. Let Iv be an 1mPN and let 7 be a sequence of noncmpty subsets 
of tr Iv. Let # T =I?Z 2 1 and let 7 equal T,, Tz, . . . ,T,,. 
For 1 s i s rn let n, = # Tiq k =fl,“r 1 tt, and ki = fl,+i II,. 
We construct for every F E 7 its two copies Ri and & such that all sets involved 
are pair’wise disjoint. Let R = UT1 , R,, JZ = U:” 1 8,. Let I and 0 be two functions 
from R ud into,(l(ylN). 
Rased on N. T. I and 0 we will construct the 1mPN G. 
For each 1 I <j s m we construct two sets of places Pi,; and pi,i where all sets 
involved are pairwise disjoint and disjoint with pf N. Moreover, each Pj.j (@,., respec- 
tively) is divided into Pi,i[i] and Pi.j[j] such that # Pi,j[i] =nj and # Pi,j[j]=ni 
(respectively Fi,j[i] and Fi,j[ij such that #FJi]=t~j and #pi,j[j]=lZi). 
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Formally we have 
We denote P = iJ1. I._ j- ,,I Pl,j and P = U1. i.:i- I,[ B,,i. 
Let 1 s i G tn. For each Ri let t,,l, . . . , ri,,l, be an arbitrary but fixed ordering of 
its elements and for each k, let Lfi.1, . . . , ?i.,,, be an arbitrary but fixed ordering 
of its elements. 
Each ti.r, 1 s r s Hi has the following weighted input/output structure. If r # 1, then 
u U {pi.j,,(ki)+ pi,j,2(ki)1 a . l , pi.j,,l,(ki), [l:,,.,(k)} 
1.J u (r^l r.,., ck, ), !; I,,. z(k), 
I’ I’ ,‘ tt1 
317 
oufG ti.1 and oufC; (,I are defined as in r setting r = 1. Thus 
of t,,, c Ri can he illustrated as follows (see Figs. 6 and 7). 




0 .; /' 
2 
0 





p r : 
0 n 
I 
Fig. h. Input strwturc of I ,,,. r f 1 ( I 5 1 < i <j’s m 1. 
The input structure of c,r E & is illustrated in Figs. 8 and 9. 
The output structure of ti.r E R, is illustrated in Fig. 10 and the output structure 
of ?i,, E di is illustrated in Fig. 11. 
Hence, PI,, controls the work of the pair R,, R, through the structure depicted 
in Fig. 12. For pt.; an analogous situation holds. 
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1 
0 
r 0 \ 
‘i 0 
I 
II j3 / i . 
CJ n /’ J -- - 
Fig h. Input structure of 7,.,. r Z 1 ( 1 “j < i <J” 5 m ). 
For a given 1 nPN 1c’ and given T, I :lnd 0 we denote the ImPN G as constructed 
above by eo?rs (N, T, 1. 0 I. 
The aim of the above construction was to provide a net where (copies of) subsets 
of T are independent units in the sense that if a part (subset) of such a unit fires, 
then the rest of the net is blocked until all the transitions from the given unit have 
fired. Note that the concessions of transitions in R u fi are ‘really determined’ by 
the marking of places in p/N, the only role of places in Pu p is to guarantee the 
independence of subsets as discussed above. 
The correct,ness of Construction 4.1 (with respect to the above outlined intention) 
is expressed by the following technical lemma which treats the case nz 3 2. (In case 
UI = 1 an analogous result holds the formulation and proof of which is left to the 
rcadcr. 1 
Lemma (1.2. Let G be a~ in the above construction. Then the following properties hold : 
(i) Let lSi<jSn,. t E Ri and 7r~ Ri. Then (t, t) is not enabled under the initial 
mxking. 
(ii) Let v) # X E R, for an 1 s s s m. Then X is enabled under the initial marking 
(if the places of pl N contain enough tokens ). 
(iii) If one starts from the initial marking and fires a subset X as above, then after 
jiring X no transition of RW5 is enabled. 
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Fig. I 1 Output structure of (,, (1 s s c q s m). 
(iv) If one proceeds as in (iii), then no transition of I? becomes enabled before all 
rransitions of R, have fired. 
(v) After firing all transit.bns of R, one i$ back in the start situation (except possible 
for places of pl N) blct now with the roles of Pi,i and Fi.i ( 1 s i < j s yzt ) arrd the roles 
of Ri and Ri (1 G i s UI ) interchanged. 
(vi) Constructiorl 4. I preserves the disjoint labelling condition. 
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Fig. 13. 
Proof. ii) Consider P,.,. There is a place p E Pi,i such that X ,,ilzbf t = k, # ,in,~, T = k, 
and itml,,f p = k < k + k,. 
1 ii 1 Obvious. 
riiir Follows from (i) and the fact that firing transitions from .Y only removes 
tokens from the places of t? 
(iv) Each transition of R, only contributes k, tokens to each place of l? Thus as 
long as not all transitions of R, have fired. each place of p contains at most (II, - 1 )k, 
tokens. But if a transition of /? becomes enabled, then at least one place of @ must 
contain k I= rr,k, tokens. 
(v I and (vi) Obvious. 3 
Construction 3.1 will turn out to be very useful in the investigation of subset 
languages of Petri nets. Its first use is demonstrated in the proof of the following 
result which allows to use the zero marking (i.e., all places are empty) as the 
standard final marking of Petri nets (considered as generators of subset languages). 
Proof. Let i1’ be as in the statement of the theorem. 
I.ct ( si. /L, 1. * . . , LY,,II, cc,,,, ) be a sequence of pairs where (1 f Xi ,Z tr N and 
IL . firr .\’ I I * i - m 1 I such that .Y, can possibly lead to ,ui (i.e., for cut\ p ELI IL’. 
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# ,(OU~N Xi) s pi(p)). Moreover, assume that each possible pair occurs precisely 
once in the above sequence. 
.f 
Let Xm,+l, . . ..Xm beasequencewhereO#‘X~~trN(*I+l~&m)suchthat 
each possible subset occurs precisely once in this sequence. Let r equal X1, . . . , X,,,. 
The function I is defined as follows: For 1 s i s m let fi(RJ equal the set of 
transitions Xi. For 1 s i s 1n1, 
The function 0 is defined as follows: For I 5 i s m I) 1 s j -=- n, O( t,,, ) = 0 ( I:,, ) == fi 
and, for 111 1 + 1 5 i r_ m, 
Ou,.,) = Ott.,) = out,&R,) 
and 
O(fi.2) = 0( {,J) = ’ l l =“(ti.n,)=O({,n,)=@. 
Let G, = Cons(N, 7, I, 0). Finally let G be the ImPNf which differs from G1 as 
follows: 
Inspecting (ii), the above construction and Lemma 4.2 one can easily verify that 
the theorem holds. El 
Nest we investigate the possibility of equipping our ImPNf’s with a standard 
initial marking. First of all we notice that in the case of subset languages one cannot 
have the standard initial marking of a sort available for string languages. 
Theorem 4.4. There exists att ImPNf Nsuch that for no ImPNf G all of the following 
conditioras hold : 
( 1) There csists a p E pl G srrch that inmc- p = 1 and inm:; q = 0 for all q E pl G\(p). 
(2) For each t E Ir G wch hat t is enabled under irwC;, #&in<; I) > 0. 
(2) S,tG j = Sfh’V). 
Proof. Let N !w as depicted in Fig. 13; firl N contains only the: zero marking. 
Fig. 1-t. 
The theorem is proved by contradiction. Assume that G is an ImPNf which 
satisfies the conditions of the statement of the theorem; {n, 6)~ S&N). Then (3) 
implies that under inner a set of two transitions must be enabled. However, (1) 
and (2) yield that this is impossible. 0 
Now we note that it is possible to equip an ImPNf with a ‘semi-standard initial 
marking. Such a marking is still dependent on the net (and so it will be different, 
although of :‘ne same ‘form’, for different nets). 
Theorem 4.5. Ler N be an ImPNf. Theo there exists an ImPNf G for which there 
is a rrmrtegahx integer k and ( pl G )’ c pl G s&t that the following cortdiriotzs hold : 
! 1) Forp E (plG)‘. intnc;p = k and for p E pl G \( pl G )‘, ittmc; p = 0. 
( 2) For each t E tr G whiclz is enabled urder itmC;, there exists a p E ( pl GY suck 
hu # ,(itzCT t) > 0. 
(3, f&(G) - S&V ). 
Sketch of the proof. Let N bt: as in the statement of the theorem. 
Let T he a sequence of all possible (I) f X E tr N such that each element occurs 
there precisely once. Let T equal Xi, .Y:, . , . , X,,,. 
The function I is defined as follows: For I s i =< ttr let f,(R,) equal the set of 
tr;ansitions .Y,. For I --I i =: HI, ’ 
The function 0 is defined as follows: For I s i s ttl, 
WC will now modify GI along the following lines: An additional copy of each 
n~xvrnpty subset of tr !V which is enabled in the initial marking of N obtaining in 
this way (in addition to RI. . . . , l? l, . . .) subsets R I ,, . . . , RI,,. Their union forms 
R’. WC also create additional (disjoint) topics of each of the sets p,.,. Places in 
1” -- !,j,. ( ,. ,), P:, provide inputs to all transitions in R ‘ in the same way as the 
analogous places in P provide inputs to analogous transitions in R. The outputs of 
tr:visitions in R’ go in the same way, i.e., to all placc~~ in d and to appropriate 
placxzs in [AV, as the outputs of the corresponding transitions in R. The care is 
t;.~kcrl th:~t ht* firing of ;\ slllm_-t c)f the for-n1 R [, Lvill c‘r( ate within the set [II ,2’ the 
mm-king Lvhich wcluld result in i%’ if the set of transitions corresponding to RI, 
wuhi fire irl the initial marking. 
In the initial marking only plactzs in P’ will have tokens (k tokens in each place, 
k as 111 Construction 3.1). Thus, in the first tiring of the resulting net a primed 
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subset can fire and, after all transitions of this subset have completed their firing, 
all places in p have tokens (k tokens in each place) while no places in P u P’ have 
tokens. From now on places in P’ and transitions in R’ are ‘irrelevant’, one deals 
really with the net G1. 
Final markings are constructed based on the final markings of N. The details of 
the construction of the net G satisfying the statement of the theorem are left to 
the reader. Cl 
Combining the proofs of Theorems 4.3 and 4.5 one can :;Ixw that given an 
ImPNf N one can construct an 1mPNf G which satisfies the statements of both 
Theorem 4.3 and Theorem 4.5. 
Theorem 4.6. Let N be an lmT”.Vf. Then there exists an ImPNf G for which there 
exists a nonnegatiug integer k and ( pl G )’ c pl G such that the foliowing conditions 
bold: 
( 1) For p E ( pl G j’. irrrnc; p = kandforpEplG\(plG)‘, inmc;p =O. 
(2) For each t E tr G which is mabled under irum, there exists a p E ( yt G )’ srrch 
that # ,(inc; t I> 0. 
(3) fill G = (zero& 
(4) Sr(G) = Sf(N ). 
5. Discussion 
In this paper we have presented a systematic investigation of Petri nets considered 
as generators of subset languages. Our investigation points to several essential 
ditferences (in results and proof techniques) between this theory and the ‘standard’ 
theory where one considers Petri nets as generators of string languages. In particular 
we point out situations where using our approach one can discover differences in 
bchaviour of Petri nets that cannot be observed using the ‘string language approach’. 
The results of the last section concerning normal forms (in particular Construction 
J. 1) will turn out to be useful in further investigation concerning properties of 
various classes of Petri nets as seen from the ‘subset point of view’. A natural next 
step in further investigation is to look at the closure properties of various classes 
of languages discussed in our paper. Such an investigation should increase our 
understanding of the (mathematical) nature of these classes of languages as it should 
shed some light on the problem of constructing more involved nets from simpler 
ones. The results of our investigation in this direction arc’ presented in Part TI of 
this paper. forthcoming. 
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